
How Co-Creation Generates Innovation And
Re-Energizes Brands
Co-creation has become a popular buzzword in the business world, mainly
among marketers and innovators. The concept of co-creation revolves around
involving customers, partners, and even employees in the creation process of
products and services. This collaborative approach to innovation has proven to
be highly effective in generating groundbreaking ideas and re-energizing brands.
In this article, we will explore the power of co-creation and its impact on
innovation and brand evolution.

What is Co-Creation?

Co-creation refers to the practice of involving external stakeholders in the process
of creating new products, services, or experiences. It is a departure from the
traditional approach where companies solely rely on their internal teams to
develop and design innovations. By engaging customers, partners, and
employees, organizations can tap into a vast pool of insights, ideas, and
perspectives that would otherwise remain untapped.

The Benefits of Co-Creation

Co-creation brings numerous benefits to both the brand and its stakeholders.
Let's explore some of the key advantages:
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1. Enhanced Innovation

Co-creation opens up a collaborative space where diverse minds come together.
By involving customers and partners in the innovation process, companies gain
access to unique insights and ideas that they may not have thought of
themselves. This diversity of perspectives leads to enhanced innovation, enabling
companies to develop products and services that truly meet the needs and
desires of their target audience.

2. Increased Customer Satisfaction

When customers have a voice in the creation of a product or service, they feel a
stronger sense of ownership. Co-created offerings are more aligned with their
preferences, leading to higher levels of customer satisfaction. This, in turn,
strengthens the bond between the brand and its customers, fostering loyalty and
advocacy.

3. Authentic Brand Connection

Co-creation allows brands to forge a deeper connection with their customers. By
involving them in the creative process, brands demonstrate that they value their
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input, ideas, and opinions. This authenticity creates a strong emotional bond,
making customers more likely to support and champion the brand.

4. Agility and Adaptability

Co-creation enables companies to quickly adapt to changing market needs and
trends. By constantly engaging with stakeholders throughout the innovation
process, companies can collect real-time feedback and make necessary
adjustments. This agility ensures that brands remain relevant and competitive in
dynamic market conditions.

Successful Examples of Co-Creation

Several brands have embraced co-creation and witnessed remarkable success.
Let's take a look at a couple of notable examples:

1. LEGO Ideas

LEGO Ideas is a platform that allows LEGO enthusiasts to submit their own ideas
for new LEGO sets. Users can vote for their favorite ideas, and if a project
reaches 10,000 supporters, it enters an official review by the LEGO team. This
co-creation model has resulted in the launch of various successful sets, such as
the LEGO Ghostbusters Ecto-1 and the LEGO NASA Apollo Saturn V. LEGO
Ideas has not only engaged their customers in the creation process but also
turned them into loyal advocates.

2. Starbucks' My Starbucks Idea

Starbucks launched the "My Starbucks Idea" platform to gather customer
feedback and suggestions. Customers can share their ideas, vote on others'
suggestions, and even see their own ideas being implemented. Through this co-
creation initiative, Starbucks has introduced new drink options, seasonal
offerings, and even operational improvements. This engagement has



strengthened their brand relationship with customers and created a community of
loyal Starbucks enthusiasts.

Implementing Co-Creation Strategies

Now that we understand the power of co-creation, how can brands effectively
implement co-creation strategies? Here are some steps to get started:

1. Identify the Right Stakeholders

Determine who can bring valuable insights and perspectives to the table. This
could include customers, partners, employees, or even industry experts. Defining
the right mix of stakeholders ensures diverse collaboration.

2. Create Engaging Platforms

Design interactive platforms that facilitate collaboration and idea sharing. This
could be through online communities, innovation platforms, or even organized co-
creation events. The platforms should be intuitive, user-friendly, and encourage
active participation.

3. Foster an Open and Inclusive Culture

Embrace a culture of openness and inclusivity where ideas are valued, and
feedback is welcomed. Employees should be encouraged to contribute their
insights and collaborate with external stakeholders. This cultural shift will enable
a more effective co-creation process.

4. Evaluate and Implement Ideas

Regularly evaluate the ideas generated through co-creation and prioritize those
with the most potential impact. Implement the chosen ideas and provide feedback
to the involved stakeholders. This reinforces their contribution and encourages
continued engagement.



Co-creation has emerged as a powerful tool for generating innovation and re-
energizing brands. By involving external stakeholders in the creation process,
companies can tap into a wealth of insights, ideas, and perspectives, ultimately
leading to more relevant and customer-centric offerings. Brands that embrace co-
creation strengthen their bond with customers, foster brand loyalty, and ensure
adaptability in today's dynamic marketplace. As the concept continues to gain
traction, more businesses will harness its potential to drive innovation and shape
the future of their industries.
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Any business that wants to continue growing has to consider new ways of
developing and engaging with customers and clients. Innovation and co-creation
have emerged as the key topics in the post-recession business environment.
Brand Together will show you how to involve all stakeholders in the process of
creativity - providing inspiration on how to revitalize brands and enable them to
succeed in the new world of customer engagement and participation.
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Brand Together demonstrates how to truly intertwine innovation with brand
strategy, with expert guidance on how to co-create with customers from a brand
perspective. Drawing on case studies including Barclays, Mozilla, [yellow tail],
Kraft Foods, Virgin Media and Danone, it provides valuable insights for marketing
and branding professionals, and for anyone who wants to grow their business
and brand.
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